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WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST

What Does a Wildlife Biologist Do?
A wildlife biologist is a scientist who examines, studies, and records the 
behaviors of animals, most often creatures that live in the wild. Wildlife 
biologists typically observe various natural ecosystems and how one 
or more animal species exists within those environments. They also 
determine, when possible, how those species interact with humans. 

Frequently, wildlife biologists decide to specialize in specifi c areas 
of study based on certain animal species or groups of species. For 
instance, an ornithologist is a wildlife biologist who specializes in the 
lives of birds, an entomologist studies insects, paleontologists study 
prehistoric beasts by examining fossil records, and marine biologists 

examine the many species that dwell 
in the oceans.

Whether or not wildlife biologists 
have a specialty, they get involved in 
numerous aspects of the lives of the 
animals they work with and study. 
One common activity is to observe 
and manage a population of crea-
tures inhabiting a given region. In 
such cases the biologist is expected 
to determine the approximate num-
ber of animals living within that region, 
what causes the local population to 
change over time (if it does), and the 
likely effects of that animal popula-
tion on humans who live nearby. All 
such information is used in making 
decisions about how to manage the 
animals in question. 

A Few Facts

Typical Earnings
Average annual salary of 
$60,000 

Educational 
Requirements 
Minimum of a bachelor’s 
degree 

Personal Qualities
Detail oriented, good 
problem solver

Work Settings
Of� ce, classroom, 
outdoors in nature
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In the course of this work, wildlife biologists sometimes hu-
manely trap local animals for study or to tag and relocate them for 
their own good or the good of nearby human communities. Other 
typical activities and duties include devising ways to study and save 
endangered species, examining the spread of disease among the 
local animals, and coordinating with wildlife rehabilitators and fi sh 
and game agents who are helping manage those creatures.

Wildlife biologists approach all of these activities with the in-
tention of ensuring that wild animals and humans in a given region 
can maintain their respective populations and hopefully live in har-
mony. Commenting on this key aspect of her job, wildlife biologist 
Mini Erkenswick Watsa explains that she and others in her profes-
sion “are doing the most important job of all—keeping this planet 
in homeostasis [a balanced state], so that others can continue to 
live in cities without facing drastic changes to their lives.”6

Indian wildlife biologist Yashaswi Rao agrees. “My work,” he 
says, “is crucial for ensuring a future where humans and wild ani-

Countering False Information About Animals

“As a biologist, I work frequently around misunderstood or 
feared animals. Unfortunately, bats which are highly benefi cial to 
the ecosystem, fall under that umbrella. As biologists, the most 
prominent misconception we battle is the over exaggeration of 
the dangers of animals we work with. The media loves ratings 
and fear sells. Further, pseudo wildlife biologists feed into this 
fear mongering in an effort to make themselves look tough. As 
biologists, we actively respond to news stories that perpetuate 
false information of wildlife through fear-mongering. In most 
cases animals are nowhere near as dangerous as the general 
public has been led to believe.”

—Jessie Story, wildlife biologist

Jessie Story, “Real Life Risk of Wildlife Through the Lens of a Wildlife Biologist,” Outbound 
Collective, 2021. www.theoutbound.com. 
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mals co-exist. If we let things go unchecked, we would soon get 
to a point where our societal pressure on natural resources would 
drive these majestic creatures to extinction.”7

A Typical Workday 
Workdays for wildlife biologists can vary a great deal, depending 
on whether the person is working in a university classroom or office 
or out in the field. When working outdoors, the setting might be a 
forest, mountain, marshland, desert, or some other natural setting. 
For Watsa, such settings are often in Peru and other parts of South 
America. She describes her usual activities in the field, saying: 

When I’m in the field, my days are radically different than 
when I’m at home. While I’m in the forest, I wake each 
morning either before dawn or with the calls of duetting titi 
monkeys and I jump right into work. These days involve 
long hikes, chasing monkeys, and observation of behavior 
from a variety of vantage points. In the evenings, once the 
animals are asleep, I spend my day helping to transfer data 
into electronic files that are backed up in triplicate. By 9 pm, 
I’m in bed. Sleep is never more important than it is here.8

At home, in contrast, like other wildlife biologists, Watsa 
spends a good deal of time recording in writing the information 
she gathered firsthand in the field. “Occasionally I teach courses 
at Washington University in Saint Louis as well,” she says, “and I 
confess that I spend a great deal of time in front of a computer.” 
Considering that she enjoys fieldwork the most, Watsa says she 
is grateful that she is “never more than four months away from my 
next field adventure.”9

Education and Training
To become a wildlife biologist, one needs at least a bachelor’s, 
or four-year undergraduate, degree. More than that is preferable 
because an undergraduate degree will give someone seeking 
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a job as a biologist access to only an entry-level position. That 
initial degree can be in general biology, zoology, wildlife biology, 
ecology, or another related field, depending on what program a 
given university offers. Among the key courses one needs to pass 
are wildlife management, animal anatomy, statistics, and writing. 
Writing is essential for creating reports of one’s biological field-
work and composing papers for scientific journals.

To advance beyond entry-level positions, one needs a mas-
ter’s degree, and to obtain the most attractive job opportunities 
in the profession, getting a PhD is highly recommended. The 
wildlife biology candidate should also be adept at using com-
puters, especially software programs that involve statistics and 
geographic information, which are basic to working with animal 
populations.

Skills and Personality
One of the most important skills wildlife biologists need to suc-
ceed is the ability to observe and remember details of the world 
around them. Typically, the job entails noticing small changes in 
an ecosystem or an animal’s behavior and recording them later in 
writing. Good writing skills are a plus for this occupation because 
one needs to communicate with fellow scientists, as well as with 
students and sometimes the public. Good problem-solving skills 
are also beneficial because the natural world can be unpredict-
able. Sometimes, for instance, wildlife biologists need to quickly 
come up with ways to protect themselves or an animal from pos-
sible threats. 

In addition, in regard to personality, it is vital that the would-
be wildlife biologist have an innate interest in, or better yet love 
of, nature and the creatures inhabiting it. “I always had an affin-
ity towards nature and wildlife,” Rao says. “I always wanted to 
take the more unconventional path. . . . The biggest factor [in my 
decision to pursue this profession] was my own drive to pursue 
a [path] that could help me align my career with my passion for 
conservation.”10
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Working Conditions
Working conditions can vary considerably for wildlife biologists. 
Sometimes they work in an offi ce, classroom, library, or some 
other indoor setting, where reading, writing papers, teach-
ing students, and other similar duties are required. In contrast, 
other times they work outdoors in the wild—in rain forests, on 
windswept prairies, and so forth—and often in a wide range of 

A wildlife biologist readies a 
captured great horned owl for 
relocation away from an airport in 
St. Louis, Missouri. Moving large 
birds away from airports protects 
the birds and the � ying public.
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INTERVIEW WITH A WILDLIFE 
REHABILITATOR

Kristin Fletcher is the executive director of the Wildlife Rehabilita-
tors Association of Rhode Island. She has worked as a wildlife re-
habilitator for over twenty years. She answered questions about 
her career by email.

Q: Why did you become a wildlife rehabilitator?
A: Even as a child I had a strong connection to animals and grew 
up around lots of pets. I became a wildlife rehabilitator follow-
ing Hurricane Bob (in 1992), when my young daughters brought 
home an infant squirrel that they found in the road amongst some 
downed tree branches. At that time, I found it impossible to fi nd 
help for the little guy and attempted to research proper care. Un-
fortunately there were very limited resources in our state. Ulti-
mately, I was able to release him back into the wild, but at the 
time I had a gut feeling that there was so much I probably did 
improperly.

Q: Can you describe your typical workday?
A: There really is no “typical” workday for wildlife rehabilitators be-
cause we are on call from start to fi nish, for all manner of wildlife 
emergencies and issues involving animals. The variables can of-
ten seem endless! Year round, the day always begins with animal 
care for those wild patients who I am caring for at home. During 
our wild baby season (in Rhode Island each year the baby season 
runs from March into October), the care is constant from dawn 
to dark. For instance, the youngest baby songbirds require feed-
ings every fi fteen minutes, squirrels need to be fed every couple 
of hours, bunnies require food three times per day, etc. It is a 
constant merry-go-round of feeding, cleaning, not to mention 
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OTHER JOBS IF YOU
LIKE ANIMALS

animal cruelty investigator
animal rights activist
animal shelter manager
animal shelter technician
animal trainer 
aquarist
beekeeper
conservation biologist
conservation offi cer
dog or cat breeder
dog walker
farrier
fi sh and game warden
horseback riding instructor
K9 unit trainer
marine biologist
marine mammal trainer

park ranger
pet adoption counselor
pet groomer
pet photographer
pet store associate
seeing-eye dog trainer
snake venom milker
veterinary acupuncturist
veterinary anesthetist 
veterinary assistant
veterinary dentist
veterinary pathologist
veterinary sales 

representative
veterinary surgeon
wildlife conservationist 
zoo veterinarian

Editor’s note: The online Occupational Outlook Handbook of the 
US Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics is an excel-
lent source of information on jobs in hundreds of career fi elds, 
including many of those listed here. The Occupational Outlook 
Handbook may be accessed online at www.bls.gov/ooh.
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